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Hey guys, I found some old forum posts that were links to a full PDF of the E30 technical maintenance manual (one BMW technicians use). None of the downloads seemed to work though. Does anyone have an original E30 technology/service guide? I would be ready to re-produce them as
soon as possible. Thank you! Page 2 From Bentley Publishers Hardcover, 8 1/2 in. x 11th page 560 pages 825 illustrations and charts ISBN-13: 978-0-8376-1647-6 Price: $89.95 John C.Tampa Bay, FL Guide to repair BMW: 3 Series (E30): 1984-1990 is a comprehensive, unified source of
service information and specifications for the BMW 3 Series (E30) from 1984-1990. Whether you're a professional technician or a BMW owner, this guide will help you understand, maintain and repair systems on 3 Series cars. BMW E30 models and engines covered in this BMW repair
guide: 318i (M10, 1.8 liter engine) 325/e/es (M20, 2.7-liter engine) 325/i/is/Convertible (M20, 2.5-liter engine) BMW E30 gearboxes covered in this BMW repair guide: Getrag 240 (4-cylinder cars) Getrag 260 (6-cylinder cars) Technical features: Basic automotive concepts, including
explanations for major faults, safety and effective practices Complete preventive maintenance procedures from oil and maintenance light to annual brake fluid changes. This guide explains what to do, how and when to do it, and why it matters. Many maintenance recommendations actually
exceed plant-recommended maintenance and are designed to extend the life of your BMW. Comprehensive engine control information explains the specific problems of BMW 3-Series handling, with detailed information on troubleshooting and repair for these Bosch fuel injection and engine
control systems: L-Jetronic (318i), Motronic (325, 325e, 325es), and Motronic 1.1 (325i, 325is, 325 convertibles). Tips for troubleshooting with quick, proven repair procedures used by BMW technicians and technicians. It is difficult to find service information from the dealer service bulletins,

such as how to replace the camshaft time belt, sprocket and tension with the correct q-127 update, and the replacement of the cylinder head on the early cars of the 3 series. Large, easy-to-read wiring schemes for basic circuits. Procedures and specifications for engine repair and manual
transmission. Publishing note: Until September 2010, This book was published in the edition of softcover (ISBN 978-0-8376-0325-4) Picture BMW Repair Guide: 3 Series (E30): 1984-1990 Removal of Air Valve Filters Specification Removal of reverse transmission shaft BMW 3 Series (E30)
1984-21980990 Manual case wholesale price: 5 BSIN: B390 ISBN: 0-8376-1647-6 (ISBN-10) ISBN: 978-0-8376-1647-6 (ISBN-13) © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, or its affiliates 04-11-2010, 02:36 am #1 Hey guys, I don't know if this was posted before, but I found a copy of the original guide
to repairing the E30 plant online, and realized that I'd pass I'd pass on before it gets taken off. It's a huge file (almost 500 megs) but worth it if you make your own toolkit! This is a BMW Tech Guide, not a Bentley or any other aftermarket thing. Version 1: E30 Factory Repair Guide - No
Glove Guide, Repair Guide a.k.a. BMW Techniques Bible -previously found on (non-existent) -cd format (no CD required, not iso) -1394 pages (although technically I see only 1313, perhaps the German language section is missing) -pdf 109mb link: note is not manual, wrongly labeled..
Mirror: version 2 (what was originally here): Scanned version (E30 Factory Manual) -Not CD format (same information, more crudely presented) -pdf 500mb link: 20CD%20Repair/ password: 'bmwfaq' (need unrar) It includes: 00 - maintenance and general data 11 - Engine 12 - Engine
Electrical Equipment 13 - Fuel System 16 - Fuel Tank and Lines 17 - Radiator 18 - Exhaust System 21 - Clutch 23 - Manual gearbox 25 - Gear 26 - Propeller Shaft 27 - Transmission 31 - Front Axis 32 - Steering and Wheel Alignment 33 - Rear Aaxis 34 - Brake 35 - Pedals 36 - Wheels and
Tires 41 - Body 51 - Body Equipment 52 - Places 54 - Hood and Luke 61 - Electrical Equipment 62 - Tools 63 - Lights 64 - Heating and Air Conditioning 65 - Radio and Special Equipment 72 - Equipment and Body Accessories 97 - Body Cavity Seal and Undercoat, as I said, it can be very
well known and readily available in the E30 community. I do not know. I haven't seen it here and I've done a few searches - so I'm just trying to help by posting it. Please take 'OMG REPOST' messages to a minimum. Last editor of DrewDude320i; 12-25-2010 at 05:05 PM. 04-11-2010,
03:10 #2 Cool. Download right now. Own like Haynes and Bently so I might as well add in the collection right? 04-11-2010, 07:10 AM #3 2000 BMW 528i / Manual Tranny / Sport - Premium Package / Xenon Headlights / Sports Seats / Premium Sound / DSC / 2011 2011 X3 04-11-2010,
07:36 #4 Great Find Drew. Thanks for posting. Dane Wilson, on Flickr 04-11-2010, 12.15pm, probably #5 only English, right? Originally published as IWannaBMW me and her, saddle, motor oil and some jumper cables, it would be a hell of a weekend for my friends 04-11-2010, 03:06 PM #6
originally published as originally published, probably only English, right? This one is English for my fellow Americans, but I could trace a German copy. I'll give him a chance. 04-11-2010, 03:08 pm #7 Originally published as 77, probably only English, right? Photos are the most important
things. It would be helpful even if you couldn't understand everything. Poor college student with a cool car! 04-11-2010, 03:14 p.m. #8 that big find. I download as I write this. 04-11-2010, 04:28 PM #9 My pappy said your son is going to drive me for a drink if you don't stop driving that hot rod
Lincoln. 04-11-2010, 08:05 PM #10 Guide can also be found as an interactive CD version in Deutsch/English. For you iX owners it also contains iX specific information. Howdy, guys! 1986 Delphin 528e - Led a hard life, 290k and still alive. 1989 Szinnoberroth 325iX Sedan - My winter
snowmobile. (Died) 1998 Avus Blau 328iC - My topless summer girl. 1999 Audi A4 Avant quattro - Crap can, but I'm in too deep. 2012 X3 xDrive35i - My new snowmobile. 04-13-2010, 08:06 #11 04-13-2010, 10:16 PM #12 04-13-2010, 10:19 PM #13 04-13-2010, 10:19 PM #14 a necessary
dude 04-14-2010, 10:18 am #15 Some other forums have had FSM in .rar format, but it seems that this site is faster and more reliable. In addition, all other sites were focused on the M42/44. Patrick Henry 1997 328iC Thread 1989 325iC Build 04-14-2010, 02:18 PM #16 Lowdown boot right
now. Thank you very much. You are Bimmer Buddy!! 04-14-2010, 07:20 pm #17 Wow thank you! Awesome!! I've always been looking for this thing! 04-14-2010, 09:04 PM #18 12-23-2010, 11:59 PM #19 12-24-2010, 02:11 PM #20 anyone knows where I could still get this? 12-24-2010,
11:12 PM #21 08-27-2012, 05:06 PM #22 Link works for me on my tablet, but it takes a long time on my computer. Something I learned was the link was a sensitive case, Bent has a capital B. Once I found that I had no problem downloading it to my tablet. A FIST CAN BE A VERB. 07-272015, 04:06 #23 07-27-2015, 12:35 PM #24 07-27-2015, 08:03 PM #25 Bentley, which I downloaded a few years ago, was 169 MB. He had some navigation to the main sections, but that was it. Well done. e30 bentley manual download. bmw e30 bentley manual. bmw e30 bentley manual
download. bmw e30 bentley repair manual. e30 bentley repair manual
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